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The following emergency bypass procedure was written for PrimeLINE model number units
69NT40-571 with ML5 controllers. This procedure is only to be performed if an ML5 controller
failure has occurred and a replacement controller is not immediately available.
Warning:
Remove all power from the unit including removing the power plug from the socket prior to
starting. Follow your company’s standard Lockout/Tagout procedure for working with electrical
components. Once these instructions have been carried out, the container unit will operate in
cooling mode with limited temperature control. The unit must be checked each time a different
source of power is provided to ensure that the compressor and evaporator motors are running
in the correct direction.
Set Up:
Refer to the schematic found in the control box (or in the T-372 manual) for connection detail.
1. Remove the ML5 controller.
2. Remove fuse F3 or F4 from the controller. Check to make sure the fuse is not blown.
3. Connect QC to one leg of the fuse.
4. Using a spade connector, create a single wire connection with a 6 inch (15 cm) length of minimum 18
AWG wire (24 VAC power source).
5. Connect the spade of the 24 VAC power source to the other leg of the fuse. Heat shrink the fuse
assembly.
6. Cut the CA14, CA23, and CA22 wires each 4 inches (10 cm) back from the CA connector plug.
7. Cut the CC3 wire 4 inches (10 cm) back from the CC connector plug.
8. Splice CA14, CA23, CA22, and CC3 and the 24 VAC power source wires and cover with heat shrink.
9. Cut the CA6 wire 4 inches (10 cm) back from the CA connector plug.
10. Cut the CC1 wire 4 inches (10 cm) back from the CC connector plug.
11. Splice the CA6 and CC1 wires and cover with heat shrink.
12. Cut the CA11 wire 4 inches (10 cm) back from the CA connector plug
13. Cut the CC9 wire 4 inches (10 cm) back from the CA connector plug.
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14. Splice the CA11 and CC9 and cover with heat shrink.
15. Cut the CA12 wire 4 inches (10 cm) back from the CA connector plug.
16. Cut the CC7 wire 4 inches (10 cm) back from the CC connector plug.
17. Splice the CA12 and CC7 wires and cover with heat shrink.
18. Connect refrigerant pressure gauges to the suction and discharge service valves.
19. Start the unit and observe the gauges. The discharge pressure should immediately start to increase
while the suction pressure should immediately decrease. If not, stop the unit immediately as the
compressor is running backwards. Complete the following sub-steps to correct the compressor rotation:
a. Cut the splice completed in step 6 and remove the CC3 wire from the bundle.
b. Cut the CC2 wire 4 inches (10 cm) back from the CC connector plug.
c. Splice CC3 together with CA14, CA23, CA22 and the 24 VAC power source wire and cover with
heat shrink.
d. Reconnect CC3 to the CC connector plug.
e. Restart the unit and verify that the compressor discharge pressure increases, and the suction
pressure decreases.

24 VAC

6
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Checking Temperature:
•

In order to monitor temperature, perform resistance reading checks on the STS (Supply Temperature
Sensor) or RTS (Return Temperature Sensor). See Schematic for wire location.

•

Compare measured resistance readings to specified readings in table below.

STS: Wires 3 &12

RTS: Wires 6 &15

Once these instructions have been carried out, the container unit will operate in cooling mode with limited
temperature control. Adjustments to the cooling capacity can be completed as follows:
Frozen Mode:
1. If the temperature does not pull down, it will be necessary to increase the capacity of the unit by
opening the Economizer Solenoid Valve (ESV) as follows. Refer to the blue dotted line in the schematic
provided in step 19 of the Set Up section of this article.
a. Cut open the 24VAC power source splice completed in step 8.
b. Cut the CA1 wire 4 inches back from the CA connector plug.
c. Add the CA1 to the 24VAC power source and cover with heat shrink.
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2. If the cargo temperature continues to rise or the container unit goes into vacuum, manually open the
Electronic Expansion Valve (EEV) using a magnet as detailed below in the Opening / Closing of the
EEV section.
Perishable Mode:
1. If the cargo temperature rises, manually open the Electronic Expansion Valve (EEV) as detailed below
in the Opening / Closing of the EEV section.
2. If the cargo temperature falls, slowly close the Suction Service Valve to reduce the flow of refrigerant
and the capacity of the container unit. This may provide very limited temperature control.
Opening / Closing the Electronic Expansion Valve (EEV):
•

It is recommended that the EEV be set at the highest ambient temperature during the day.

•

The container unit should be continuously monitored, and the Suction Service Valve should be adjusted
accordingly to maintain temperature control.

•

The Suction Service Valve should not be fully closed, as the compressor will run in deep vacuum
potentially damaging the compressor for adjustment of the EEV by using a magnet.

Procedure:
1. Ensure that power is OFF to the container unit. Follow your company’s standard Lock out / Tag out
procedure for working with electrical components.
2. Connect manifold gauges to monitor pressure.
3. Disconnect the EEV coil and remove the cap and coil (See Figure 1).

Figure 1
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4. Place a magnet (p/n 44-00417-00) next to the coil stem (See Figure 2) and rotate it around the stem to
open or close the valve (one turn [360°] approximately 0.5 bars (7 psig)).
Magnet (44-00417-00)

Opening EEV

Figure 2

Closing EEV

5. Power the container unit ON and monitor the cooling requirement.
6. If additional adjustment is required, repeat steps 1 through 5.

Service Engineering / Container Products
Please circulate copies of this bulletin to all service and management personnel as soon as possible.

